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Dr Jo Edmondston DEC 2020

Webinar Sections
Section 1. Developing a Publication Strategy
Section 2. Pre‐writing Considerations
Section 3. Drafting & Editing
Section 4. Navigating the Publication Process

http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/
students/resources/workshops/booklets
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/__d
ata/assets/pdf_file/0015/3009210/Journal
ArticleWshop.pdf

Range of resources listed in booklet –
resource list & throughout booklet

UWA Resources
Library – Researcher Support
https://www.uwa.edu.au/library/
using‐the‐library/research
STUDYSmarter
https://www.uwa.edu.au/studen
ts/study‐success/studysmarter
Careers Centre – Employability
https://www.careers.uwa.edu.au
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Graduate Education Officers
The Graduate Education Officers provide a range of academic writing
support, including writing spaces and writing retreats.
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/resources/events

1. Developing a Publication Strategy
At UWA, we strongly support students to publish during candidature – but not
to delay thesis submission due to publication.
There are many good reasons why you may wish to publish your research, many
journals to choose from, and many different types of publications.
Take into account your career aspirations when developing a publication
strategy and understand what is an important measure of success in your chosen
field.

1. Developing a Publication Strategy
If you plan to publish your research, approach publication strategically. You could
consider:
• Dividing your research into publishable units
• Including writing & submission in your research timeline
• Inviting someone to mentor you
• Collaborating with others (although your thesis must be your own work)
• Raising the profile of your publications
• Increasing the impact of your research
• Being flexible in your strategy to help manage change

2. Pre‐writing Stage – Journal Selection
Journal selection is likely to be part of your publishing strategy. Selecting your
target journal prior to drafting your article may save you writing time as length,
structure and readership varies across journals.
Some considerations:
• Do you need to publish in an open access journal?
• What journals are publishing papers in your area? (Citation index)
• What are the high quality journals in your area? (Journal impact factor)
• Does your research fit with the scope of the journal?
Talk to your supervisors / speak to your UWA librarian / use a journal finder.
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2. Instructions to Authors

If you know which journal you are aiming for:
• read the instructions to authors (explicit rules)
• flip through some of the volumes (implicit rules)
• look for opinion articles / editorials about
publishing in the journal

3. Drafting

3. Drafting

Identify the general purpose of your paper.

Academic Phrasebank
http://www.phrasebank.manch
ester.ac.uk/introducing‐work/

Are you extending the boundaries of knowledge in your field?
Filling a gap in knowledge?
Exploring a controversy?

“The items in the Academic Phrasebank are
mostly content neutral and generic in
nature; in using them, therefore, you are not
stealing other people’s ideas and this does
not constitute plagiarism.”
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INTRODUCTION

3. Consider scope & focus

Background to research area

Is your research general or specialised?
Is your audience general or specialised?

Think of your introduction and discussion
sections of your paper as matching
triangles (or funnels)

Specific research problem

The width of the triangle represents the
scope of your research and/or audience

Specific research findings

– the broader your research / audience,
the broader the start and finish.
Future research areas
DISCUSSION

3. Consider scope & focus
What is the primary focus of your study?

General

Specialised

General audience,
specialised
research outcome
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Primary interest = diabetes
Secondary interest = wound healing

Primary interest = wound healing
Secondary interest = diabetes

Diabetes general

Wound healing general

Diabetes wound healing - cellular

Wound healing - cellular

Diabetes wound healing - molecular

Wound healing - molecular

Diabetes wound healing research gaps

Wound healing research gaps

Diabetes study – cellular and molecular
aspects of wound healing

Wound healing study – using diabetes as
case study

Title
Wound healing in diabetes:
Cellular and molecular basis of repair

Title
Cellular and molecular basis of wound healing:
Growth factors & cytokines in the diabetic foot

3. Write a full, but very rough, draft

3. Dot point a Mini Abstract
Quickly dot point a mini abstract:
•
•
•
•

What are you researching and why?
How did you go about the research?
What did you find?
What do you want to say?

The aim of the mini abstract is to help you understand your main message.
Discuss the mini abstract with your co‐authors / supervisors to ensure early
agreement about the general ‘shape’ of the paper.
You can change / refine your message as you progress your writing.

3. Drafting your Introduction

IMRAD – Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion
(Your discipline / journal may name these sections differently)
Draft to develop your understanding
• Start with your methods, particularly if you find writing difficult
• Order your visual elements / key results
• Dot point your major findings, limitations, and future research
direction(s) in your discussion

Roughly draft three sections for your introduction
1. describe the research area / background
2. indicate the inadequacy of understanding / gap / controversy
3. state the research problem / aims / questions / objectives / hypotheses

• Draft your introduction, abstract and title – ensure they support
your main message
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3. Model your writing on others
Strategic Language Re‐use

3. Model your writing you find easy to read
• What is the distribution of text within articles in the journal? Are the articles
focussed on results or discussion?

Cargill & O’Connor. 2009.

• Can you find a similar descriptive or analytical title?

Writing Scientific Articles:

• Can you find an abstract that provides a good overview of the entire paper?

https://www.amazon.com.au/
Writing‐Scientific‐Research‐
Articles‐
Strategy/dp/1118570707

• Can you find an article(s) that describe similar methods to yours?
• Can you find text, tables and figures that are similar to yours – what can you learn
from the presentation of these results?
• Look at a number of discussion sections – Where do they start? How are the
limitations phrased?

3. Editing

4. Navigating the publication process

Commit to editing only when your message is clear to you
• Make the mental switch from drafting to editing
• Use an editing checklist
Keywords, titles and abstracts play a key role in the discoverability of an
article – so ensure they are appropriate and support the main message of
your article.
Read your introduction and discussion ‘back‐to‐back’ – are they
complementary?
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4. Navigating the publication process
Common reasons for outright rejection of an article (desk rejection):
• Lack of relevance to journal
• Non‐adherence to instructions to authors
• Text match too high? A high similarity score does not necessarily indicate
plagiarized text. Elsevier recommends an editorial expert interpret the report
to determine whether there is any grounds for concern.
Common reasons for rejection related to quality of research and/or writing:

4. Tips
• Prepare an authorship agreement at the beginning of the
research and update throughout the process
• Upload a clean copy of your paper at submission that
complies with all the instructions to authors
• Prepare to provide a range of information in addition to
your paper – this can be time consuming
• Estimate the peer‐review time based on the journal
reporting of turnaround times – be patient within reason

• Lack of focus or structure, poor indication of significance (‘mystery format’)

• Revise and resubmit may not be a commitment to publish
a suitably revised version

• Lack of consideration of readership

• Carefully craft revision reports

• Proofing problems, particularly missing references
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